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 MINI5280 Newsletter- May 2016 
 

Hi there, this is just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you are a MINI5280 club member. Don’t forget to add secretary@mini5280.org to 
your address book so we’re sure to land in your inbox! 

 

 

 
 
Hi there! 
 
What a contrast you’ll see in this month’s newsletter content compared to 
last month’s. Not many events were scheduled and the much-anticipated 
run to the Rambler Ranch/April meeting and picnic was rescheduled for 
August due to that lovely spring snow storm. Looking ahead through the 
May calendar, though, you can safely assume that the June newsletter will 
be another behemoth issue, so that will be fun to anticipate! 
 
Remember that the DUE DATE FOR NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS IS 
THE 1

ST
 OF THE MONTH. If I don’t get it, you won’t see it! And please 

know that you’re whole-heartedly encouraged to email all newsletter 
submissions, feedback, questions, and any ideas for the club to 
secretary@mini5280.org.  
 
Diana Peterman 
MINI5280 Secretary 

 
 Welcome New Members 

 President’s Message 

 What Happened Last Month 

 Mini History 

 Monthly Poll 

 Brian’s Bulletin 

 MINItainment 

 Currently Scheduled Upcoming Events 

 
 
 

1. Website: http://mini5280.org/ 
2. Facebook: MINI5280 
3. A Facebook place for members to talk 

about all things MINI: MINI5280 
Conversations 

4. A Facebook place to check on club drives 
and events: MINI5280 Club Drives 

5. A Facebook place for members to post 
classifieds: MINI5280 Buy/Sell/Trade 

6. Our national event: MINIs In the Mountains 
7. Our sister club: MiniCOW- Minis of 

Colorado and Wyoming 
8. A local classic Mini club: Minis of the 

Rockies (MOTR) 

  

 
 

Please welcome our new members… 
 

Michelle Boot 
Patrick Hagemeier 
Danielle Opp 
Leti Fanning 

Mitchell Zink 
Nicole Elliot 
Arlie Ostrander 
Amy Martinez 

 

IN THIS ISSUE 

Club Links 

mailto:secretary@mini5280.org
mailto:secretary@mini5280.org
http://mini5280.org/
https://www.facebook.com/MINI5280/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/groups/MINI5280Conversations/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/MINI5280Conversations/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/408173135952199/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/MINI58280.Buy.Trade.Sell/
http://minisinthemountains.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/minicow/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/minicow/
http://www.minisrock.com/
http://www.minisrock.com/
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Greetings all MINI5280 Members, MINIacs, MINIons, 
 
Is it over, winter that is? Shhh, better not jinx it. After all, it's only May 
- sheesh! ;) 
 
As the old Colorado saying goes, "April showers kill May flowers", 
we had quite a bit of snow this season (72" this year vs 55" last year) 
and as such had a couple of wet weekends that led to cancellation 
and limited turnouts to some of our events. However, still undaunted, 
we managed to squeeze in a couple and get ready for a busy May 
calendar.  

 

 
 

**The beautiful new facility in Highlands Ranch will be open for business on May 23rd! Featuring 
50,000-plus square feet, the building offers a suite of amenities including rentable meeting rooms, an 
outdoor party deck, and a layout constructed entirely around our mission of absolute transparency. 
Catch an aerial glimpse in the video and picture below, and stay tuned for an exclusive "behind the 

scenes" invitation for all current and paid MINI5280 club members.** 
 
https://youtu.be/OklDRwJzRTo 
 
On a Final note, I'd like to thank everyone for voting for me in the MINI USA - MINI-
DEFYLABELS.COM contest. With only a few days left your continued support for a possible 1st place 
finish is greatly appreciated. Please keep voting! http://www.mini-defylabels.com/contestant/chris-
chappell/ :) 
 
Have a great month everyone, hope to see you out there ~ Motor On! 
 
Chris Chappell 
president@mini5280.org 
 

https://youtu.be/OklDRwJzRTo
http://mini-defylabels.com/
http://mini-defylabels.com/
http://www.mini-defylabels.com/contestant/chris-chappell
http://www.mini-defylabels.com/contestant/chris-chappell
mailto:president@mini5280.org
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Happy May!!    
 
We are getting new tagging cards in!  Be sure and ask for some next time we see you.  Tagging is 
always fun and you never know who you will meet that way.  We welcome any feedback on the 
events and any ideas of what you would like to see in the future.  Remember, it's YOUR club.  Let any 
of us know if you have an idea for a drive, or a particular destination you would like to go to.  Please 
feel free to create a drive or ask other MINIs to join you for dinner- I’ve done it that’s for sure. It 
doesn't have to be a weekend thing either! Many members aren’t able to make weekend events and 
there are plenty of members who only have week nights available. It's a great way to get to know 
each other.  This club has so many great people in it.  I have never met a nicer, more generous group 
of people than the members here.  :)   Thanks everyone for joining and being a part of this amazing 
community. 
  

Check out our coming events this month: 
 

May 5 - MiniCow Monthly Meeting - Cheddar's Thornton 
May 7 - MINI Run for the Roses 
May 14 - Cussler's Last Stand (Drive & Museum) 
May 21 - Schomp MINI tour 
May 27 - 9th Annual MINI5280 Climbs Mt. Evans 
May 28-30 MiniCow MINI-Rushmore 

  
Rhonda Johnson 
vicepresident@mini5280.org 
 

 
 

April Fool’s Day Drive –April 2 
 

 
 

mailto:vicepresident@mini5280.org
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Pint’s Pub On a Sunday –April 10 
-submitted by Diana Peterman 

 

I started walking by Pint’s Pub as an adolescent in the mid-90s on my way to the Denver Public 
Library from my mom’s place and never had an inkling to go in. On recent drive-by it occurred to me 
that with friends from MINI5280, I had a perfect reason to check it out and a last-minute lunch was 

born! We had a fantastically mixed crowd of old and (brand) new members, people we see regularly 
and people we don’t see often enough. Great conversation over equally wonderful food and drink 

made for a lovely afternoon. P.S. Ian, thank you for the Banger Burger recommendation…you were 
right! 
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MiniCOW: F.E. Warren Tour and Museum/Historic Gov. 
Mansion -April 23 

-submitted by Debbie Ratliff 

 
F.E. Warren AFB 

       
 

    
 

 

https://www.facebook.com/events/798286606942729/?ref=1&action_history=%5B%7B%22surface%22%3A%22permalink%22%2C%22mechanism%22%3A%22surface%22%2C%22extra_data%22%3A%5B%5D%7D%5D
https://www.facebook.com/events/798286606942729/?ref=1&action_history=%5B%7B%22surface%22%3A%22permalink%22%2C%22mechanism%22%3A%22surface%22%2C%22extra_data%22%3A%5B%5D%7D%5D
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Historic Governors’ Mansion 
Fourteen years after achieving statehood in 1890, the State of Wyoming built its first governor’s 
mansion in 1904. The state purchased the vacant corner lot at 21st and House Avenue in an 
established, middle class neighborhood five blocks from the State Capitol. The lot was surrounded by 
beautiful Queen Anne houses, built in the mid-1880s, such as those located just east and catty-corner 
from the Mansion. 

Home of  Wyoming Governors from 1905 to 1976, this is a state historic site. The mansion has 
recently undergone $1 million in restoration and renovation work. The mansion celebrated its 100th 
anniversary with a grand reopening in June 2005. 
  
From 1905 to 1976, the mansion was the residence of 19 Wyoming first families.  Governors, First 
Ladies, their children and pets lived and entertained in the home over the course of 71 years.  From 
the first family to live in the house with their 5 children to the nation’s First Female Governor, Nellie 
Tayloe Ross, the home has been host to family dinners, neighborhood children, formal state events 
and dignitaries from around the country. 

In October 1976, then Gov. Ed Herschler moved from what is now called the Historic Governors’ 
Mansion to the new Governor’s Residence located near Frontier Park. In July 1977, the mansion 
opened to the public as a historic house museum, embracing the lives and stories of the many people 
who visited and resided in the home.  To the residents and visitors of Wyoming, the Historic 
Governors’ Mansion is truly the People’s House. 
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The New and Improved Fenton! –April 29  

-submitted by Diana Peterman 

 
With the weather warming up it’s time to get stuff taken care of! First, the bumper that broke in two 

places during the March snowstorm got replaced, so Fenton doesn’t look so beaten anymore. 
Secondly and most obviously, the winter studs came off and he got new shoes. The plan was to 

mount new tires onto the refinished original wheels, but we were told that they were too badly 
damaged that there was no saving them. The comment the refinish guy made was that it looked like 
someone had been off-roading, but I promise that pot holes and curb rash from the dang bank drive-

through will jack you up! Replacing the wheels with like rims was much more costly than we had 
anticipated and before I knew it, Brian and his cronies from the shop very eagerly took over the 
project before I knew what was happening and Fenton came home green. Quite frankly, I was 

skeptical, but they grew on me quickly and I think he looks happy! 
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BEFORE: 
 

  
 
 
 
 

AFTER: 
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-submitted by Debbie Ratliff 
 

 (continued from April) 
 

January 1968, In National Race: 
McDaniel was Repeat Winner 
 
Richard McDaniel of Fort Worth, Texas, one of five repeaters 
among the Sports Car Club of America’s 22 current national 
individual champions, has a unique and perhaps unmatched 
record for winning. Over his 21 years in racing, he has won his 
first race in every type of car he has ever driven in competition. 
This encompasses 12 different types of racers in a high pressure 
sport where most champions specialize in only two or three types 
of competitive cars, as McDaniel does now for business reasons. 
Professionally, McDaniel is a business executive. Racing is only 
his avocation, but his hobby has a direct tie to his business, for he 
is general manager of Overseas Motors Corporation, the BMC, 
Jaguar and Rolls Royce dealer in Fort Worth. 

His most recent triumph came in late November last year in the 
Sports Car Club of America’s biggest event of the year, the American Road Race of Champions at 
Daytona Beach, Fla. He captured the SCCA Class C Sedan individual title for the second year in a 
row. The car in which he has won national championship back to back is a BMC Austin Cooper S 
sedan, a tiny 120 horse power British-made vehicle weighing only 1,155 pounds. 

In defeating the country’s top 20 Class C sedan drivers, including six other divisional champions to 
win his 1967 national crown, McDaniel achieved speeds of well over 130mph on the straightaways at 
Daytona and won the all-out maximum effort race of 35 laps with an average speed of 71.388 mph. 
McDaniel’s first class C Sedan national championship was won at Riverside, California, site of the 
SCCA’s American Road Race of Champions for 1966. 

A native of Fort Worth who has called this area home all of his life, the 39 year old McDaniel first 
became interested in cars and racing as a boy. He teamed with friends to tinker with cars. Then, by 
the time he was 18, he was “out there”, driving to win. McDaniel’s first race entry was a jalopy at the 
Jacksboro Speedway in Fort Worth in 1946. “I won,” he remembers “even though I was so scared I 
couldn’t see straight. 

“In fact, I probably won because I was lucky enough to get off in the lead, and I was afraid to have 
any one pass me.” That was the start and from this jalopy beginning, he has since debuted and won 
in hardtops, modifieds, modified stocks, stocks, sprints, midgets, late model stocks, formula cars, 
production models and sports cars, both large and small. 

Much of his success is winning in all types of race cars he attributes to his insistence upon close 
attention to maintenance and other details and to his own genuine love for racing as a sport. 
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After his start in 1946, to the time of his only major injury in 1950, McDaniel kept his foot hard on the 
accelerator whenever and wherever there was a race and a track with a purse. Commuting from track 
to track around the country, hauling his racer behind him, he raced often in his early days. 

Then came his one (and only) serious smashup in 1959 in a high speed crash at Anderson, Indiana. 
There, his neck was broken, one of his ribs punctured his lung, and he suffered internal injuries. Even 
so, with his ribs still taped and the doctor’s warnings still ringing in his ears, McDaniel was back on 
the track just as soon as he could move. In fact, he went on to win three races with his neck encased 
in a steel brace. 

By 1951, however, his father was successful in persuading McDaniel to leave racing as a full-time 
pursuit and to take a regular job and drive only as a hobby. 
 

 

 
The weather’s warming up and the rubber’s itching for some road time. This month’s poll asked if 
members planned to hit the highways this summer. Be sure to check below for some of the trips that 
are on the books! 
 

 
 
The reasons and geography of planned (or not-yet-planned) road trips vary greatly. From graduations 
and reunions to vacations and meetings; from scenic drives up the Pacific coast and MINI Takes the 
States to the Dragon in Tennessee and the Sunshine State; or flying by the seat our pants, we are a 
club with missions and momentum! Here are some of the responses that reflect how awesome we 
are: 
 

76% 
Yes 

24% 
No 

Summer Road Trip? 
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1. Meet my daughter somewhere to MINI since she bought a new 4dr hardtop in Florida. 
2. We will be driving to Upper MI for my class reunion, spending a couple weeks at my parent's 

cabin in northern WI, then catching MTTS from Green Bay through Cheyenne. 
3. MTTS SiouxFalls to Park City. Then San Francisco to Seattle and back home. 
4. From Denver to the Pacific coast and up to a Shoemakers Symposium in Oregon! 
5. Trip to Telluride. 
6. We will be "going all the way" for MTTS! 
7. SW Mini Fest, MiniCOW alphabet contest, MTTS 
8. Dragon in May, Reunion trip in September to California 
9. To South Dakota on the Mt Rushmore run and club ruins in July and August 
10. Going to Northern California and then up the coastline to Bandon Oregon - renting a house on 

the beach with five long time friends! 

 

 

 
 

This month I was asked, “Is there a difference between enjoying and abusing my MINI?” 
 
There is a lot of engineering in these little cars. At times I find myself trying to explain to new MINI 
owners that they cannot be compared to a small economical car as a Civic or Yaris. 
  
Looks are deceiving. When I started working on MINIs I soon found that they were built like a small 
BMW 3 series with features that can take it out of the economical car category: awesome power to 
weight ratio, oversized brakes, sport tuned suspension to name a few. Just like you would think of a 
BMW, MINIs are meant to be driven and they love you for it.  
 
Sometimes I hear owners talking about feeling bad for driving their MINI kind of hard. A MINI, even a 
Justa, is one of those cars that it is difficult to out-drive. The full abilities of your MINI are beyond most 
drivers’ abilities. This is one of the reasons it’s fun and easy to drive it in a sporty manner, so don’t 
feel abusive about it.  
 
In my experience, I don’t see much difference in maintenance needs between a sporty driven MINI 
and a conservative driven MINI. They both seem to be on about the same schedule for needing 
brakes and tires. Even when doing engine oil samples they both seem to have about the same wear 
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materials in the oil. Really the only difference I see between drivers is that the sportier drivers don’t 
seem to have as much of a carbon and sludge build-up as the more conservative drivers. This has 
been discussed at length and the two trains of thought are the sportier drivers will accelerate harder 
and this, in turn, blows out the engine making it more difficult for carbon and sludge to have a chance 
to build up; the other is that sportier drivers seem to maintain their vehicles better.  
 
When I get a MINI that I feel that has, in fact, been abused, it’s not the one that is taken to the track 
on the weekends or driven hard in the mountains; it’s the MINI that only gets oil changes every 15k 
miles, the engine air filter is growing mold, it comes into the shop with 3 quarts low on oil, strut 
mounts have been torn for years, chunks of rubber are missing from the front control arm bushings 
and I can watch oil leaking onto the shop floor from the engine. I know it feels like every time you 
bring your vehicle in for service there is something else wrong, but not addressing these issues only 
compounds overtime and before you know it your MINI won’t be fun to drive anymore.  
 
Here is a small list of recommended maintenance intervals to be prepared for so you can get a head 
start on planning and then no one can accuse you of MINI abuse. Keep in mind not all drivers or 
MINIs are the same, so this list should be used as a guideline and can be adjusted.  
 
 Engine oil services every 5,000 miles for city drivers and 7,500 miles for highway drivers using a 

quality oil filter and full synthetic engine oil. This puts most drivers getting an engine oil service 
about every 6 months. If you drive less than 5,000 miles a year you should be safe getting an 
engine oil service once a year, as long as quality engine oil is used.  

 Engine air filter replacement every two years with city drivers and once a year with highway 
drivers. If you have a cold air intake that uses filter oil you probably should be cleaning the filter 
about every 6 months.  

 Cabin air filters should be replaced every year for both city and highways drivers. The cabin filter 
filters out pollen, dust and certain smells. The cabin air can get pretty bad if the cabin filter is not 
replaced occasionally.  

 Flush out and replace the coolant every three years. Over time coolant can act like a battery 
producing a voltage. This current can deteriorate rubber hoses and seals drastically shortening 
the life of the parts in the cooling system. Also for some of the same reasons we change our 
engine oil we need to change our coolant, we need to flush out the debris floating around in the 
cooling system. 

 Performing brake fluid services every two years. One reason we need to replace the brake fluid is 
that the brake fluid likes to suck moisture out of the air. This water can build up in the system not 
only causing damage to brake components but if the brake fluid gets hot enough the water will 
start boiling causing a drastic loss of braking performance. Also just like the engine oil service and 
cooling system service, there is debris floating around in the brake fluid that needs to be flushed 
out to avoid causing damage to the braking components.  

 Spark plugs replaced every 45,000 miles for forced induction MINIs (Turbo and Supercharged) 
and 60,000 for naturally aspirated (all others). Spark plugs wear slowly over time and you might 
not notice the small drop in performance or fuel economy. Also when spark plugs wear they cause 
high resistance for the ignition coils. This high resistance can cause the ignition coils to fail 
prematurely. 

 Carbon cleaning. On direct fuel injected MINIs the fuel injectors are inside the combustion 
chamber right next to the spark plug so they don’t clean off the back of the valves like they used to. 
Because of this carbon builds up on the back of the intake valves. This carbon can cause all kinds 
of issues, misfires, low boost and low compression to name a few. This carbon is stronger than 
the metal used in your engine and can scratch or damage cylinder walls, pistons or valves. To 
properly and thoroughly clean off this build-up of carbon the intake manifold needs to be taken off 
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and the carbon is blasted off with a fine media at high pressure. The most common media used is 
finely ground up walnut shells. This should be performed around every 50,000 miles. On all the 
other engines a concentrated cleaner should be ran through the fuel system every 50,000 miles to 
keep deposits down.  

 
I hope this small maintenance list gets you thinking and planning for future maintenance to keep you 
running strong and happy! 
 
As Always,  
 
Happy Motoring! 
 
Brian Peterman 
BMW/MINI Master Technician 
Shop Foreman at Avalon Motorsports 
Msportdoctor@gmail.com  

-by Diana Peterman and Rhonda Johnson 
 

Let’s see how well you know your friends’ cars. Can you guess from the featured parts below whose 
cars these are? 

 

1.  
 

2.  
 

3.  

4.  
 
 

5.  
 
 

6.  
 

7.  

mailto:Msportdoctor@gmail.com
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April MINItainment answer: 
 

New Members: Samantha Lehr, Jessica Hackett, Russ Circle, Kelly Circle, Ron Brauch, Rick Patch, Alan Harman, 
Michael Norris, Mimi Sacone 

See the new and updated calendar of events on our website! Click the link below to check out the 
calendar on the MINI5280 website. 

MINI5280 Calendar 
 

     
 

 
 

 7 May  MINI Run for the Roses 

 11-15 May MINIs on the Dragon  

 14 May Cussler's Last Stand ~ MINI Drive, Tour & Lunch! 

 21 May Exclusive, Behind-the-Scenes Tour of Schomp MINI’s New Facility 

 27 May MINI5280 9th Annual Climb Mt Evans Drive 

 28-30 May  2nd Annual Mini Rushmore trip to the Black Hills 

 4 June MINI5280 June Meeting at Cars and Coffee 

 11 June MINI5280 & Man Cave Auto Detail Demonstration 

http://mini5280.org/calendar-2/
https://www.facebook.com/events/462507793956751/?ref=1&action_history=%5B%7B%22surface%22%3A%22permalink%22%2C%22mechanism%22%3A%22surface%22%2C%22extra_data%22%3A%5B%5D%7D%5D
https://www.facebook.com/events/1034784056563086/?ref=1&action_history=%5B%7B%22surface%22%3A%22permalink%22%2C%22mechanism%22%3A%22surface%22%2C%22extra_data%22%3A%5B%5D%7D%5D
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 18 June MiniCOW Brass & Chrome Shoot and Car Show 

 23 June LARADON Car Show and Carnival  

 9-23 July  MTTS (MINI Takes the States); in Cheyenne 19th/20th 

 30 July Rocky Mountain Vintage Racing invites MINI5280 / 6th Annual Race Against 
Kids’ Cancer - 07/30, 31, 2016 at HPR (Road Captain Needed!) 

 6 August Rambler Ranch Museum Tour/Monthly Meeting & Picnic 

 26-29 Aug  Mini5280 4 Day/3 Night SW Colorado Most Excellent Adventure 
 
 

 

 

 
Does your MINI want a chance in the spotlight? Show it off! Send a few pictures of you and/or 
your MINI along with a brief description to secretary@mini5280.org and they will be featured in 

the following month's newsletter! 
 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/events/466718230187366/?ref=1&action_history=%5B%7B%22surface%22%3A%22permalink%22%2C%22mechanism%22%3A%22surface%22%2C%22extra_data%22%3A%5B%5D%7D%5D
https://www.facebook.com/events/466718230187366/?ref=1&action_history=%5B%7B%22surface%22%3A%22permalink%22%2C%22mechanism%22%3A%22surface%22%2C%22extra_data%22%3A%5B%5D%7D%5D
mailto:secretary@mini5280.org

